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Dear All, 

 

Naomi Wolf's "The Beauty Myth" and "Fire with Fire" established her as a respected feminist writer on both 

sides of the Atlantic. Her latest book "The Treehouse", our July choice, received very mixed reviews. 

 

What did we think? 

 

"The message was touching- follow your esire- trust in your own voice." 

 

"At the beginning I thought- why are we reading this? Then I relaxed into it and found the insights about life 

fascinating. I love getting insights into other people's lives." 

 

" My first reaction was -oh no- a self help book. And she seemed to idealise her father too much." 

 

"I didn't finish it. But I did like it . Her father Leonard Wolf was a very interesting figure. His thoughts and 

advice were engaging. But I didn't like how she seemed to put everything before she was forty aside - she 

rejected her earlier life too much." 

 

 

"I enjoyed it despite myself. I couldn't see where it was going at first. It appeared like a notebook. The building 

of the treehouse and the renovation of the ramshackle house in Boston Corners - I liked that aspect of the book- 

and that she had researched the background and history of the area very well." 

 

" I liked seeing the extraordinary in the every day. And the quotations- especially from Gerard Manley 

Hopkins." 

 

"Only in books has mankind known perfect truth, love and beauty." George Bernard Shaw. A perfect quote for a 

reading group. 

 

"The tone was that of an intense conversation between female friends- I kept wondering how Mark would be 

finding it." 

 

" It was the first book we had read in the group that I hadn't finished. I objected to the implication that 

everybody should be an artist." 

 

"I wanted to throw it across the train sometimes!" 

 

"It's a good book to read when you have a hangover!" 

 

"I had mixed feelings about it. I had to keep telling myself that it wasn't fiction. We usually read novels and I 

wasn't comfortable at first with reading it." 

 

"The parts that I liked were the descriptions of the countryside and the DIY details." 

 

"It was too much like a mother repeating points over and over." 

 

" I hated the  description of the over elaborate lilac room. Too much like Martha Stewart." 

 

" Just sitting down and talking with her father I liked the best and the gradual building of the treehouse." 

 



" She idolised her father too much- he was always right- which was too much." 

 

"The notes for writing were a metaphor for life." 

 

"Some of the teachings seemed deep- others rather obvious." 

 

" I asked myself- where is her husband? He is almost invisible." 

 

"My grandmother has a saying for every situation- I was reminded of her." 

 

" Leonard Wolf loves to experiment with different things. He believes passionately that you can be anybody 

that you want to be." 

 

"His imagination had saved him from his earlier life in Rumania and from his family's poverty as immigrants 

to the USA." 

 

" I found the meeting between Leonard and his wife very romantic. Of all places- in a manhole!" 

 

"I've found when you should listen is mostly when you don't: It's very important to be still and listen to your 

inner voice." 

 

"It was good to be reminded of the value of literature. Literature is endlessly shredding our prejudices, 

revealing the expressions of one's humanity."  page 111. 

 

"As a wartime Jew, Leonard was naturally prejudiced against Nazis. When Leonard is working as a ward 

orderly in New Orleans he has to attend to a young German POW: The German is just twenty years old, the 

same age as Leonard, and he realises that he is just another human being. The German also is shocked to find 

that he is being looked after by a "monstrous" Jew. This picture of shedding prejudices on both sides was very 

powerful." 

 

"Advice for a happy marriage was compelling- choosing to not always be right. And best of all to say "Where's 

the mop?" in response to any problem. Not to blame but just to solve the situation.  Some of us are going to put 

up a sign "Where's the mop?" to keep this thought in our minds." 

 

" I found the self help style rather irritating but I liked the tribute that Naomi Wolf pays to the part that her 

father has played in her life." 

 

"My father gave me some very sound advice which I have applied. Often we have to be older to value parental 

advice. I find myself often giving advice to my daughter- but only when she asks for it!" 

 

"My parents seem unable to give me advice when I ask for it- when I tell them of problems that I have the most 

common advice I'm given is to go out and buy myself something!" 

 

"Naomi Wolf's parents were ultra liberal- encouraging her and her brother to be creative at all times. This 

seemed a bit over the top. But I liked the idea of indulging a passion even if one couldn't afford it at the time!" 

 

"Leonard Wolf works hard at keeping alive the romance in his marriage- always bringing back Chanel no 5 for 

his wife and leaving her little fond notes around the house- but we were rather sceptical because he was also a 

womaniser. But we agreed that his womanising must have reduced as he got older . His wife clearly 

appreciated the adventurous spirit of their marriage." 

 

" Leonard suggests that your only wage will be joy if you follow the creative path. Emily Dickinson died 



without knowing that she would be recognised as a great poet. There is still the expectation of artists having to 

suffer for their art- "living in a garret". 

 

"Speak with your own voice- is inspiring advice but not easy to follow- especially when one is unconventional." 

 

"Destroy your box. We've moved out of our box this evening by reading this book." 

 

" The twelve lessons that Leonard gives are a little cliched but useful as pointers for a satisfying and fulfilled 

life. "  

 

The heart of "The Treehouse" is  the account of a lyrical summer spent with Naomi Wolf's poet/ philosopher 

father, and biographical reminiscences about his life and her own. The treehouse, while actual, also serves as 

an allegory: "maybe one has to build a treehouse internally", for Wolf is striving to get back to simple things, 

stripping away the dross to find the clear grain of the wood beneath. These strands are deftly worked with a 

lightness of touch , the family narrative winning out every time on the" marshmallow "philosophy.   

 

The self-help stuff is for the most part " New Age " -"be still and listen"; "use your imagination"; "destroy the 

box" (meaning don't conform to the world's expectations); "speak in your own voice"; "identify your heart's 

desire"; "do nothing without passion"; "be disciplined with your gift"; "pay attention to the details"; "your only 

wage will be joy"; "mistakes are part of the draft"; "Frame your work" (that is, know when your work is done); 

and "sign it and let it go". It comes as no surprise to know that her father teaches creative writing, and the 

book is dedicated "To teachers who help us climb". We skimmed over each of the lessons - giving examples from 

our lives where we had followed our hearts and passions . We also felt that for some people - just keeping alive 

is a struggle and that to apply these rules could be a luxury for them. Education is the key for being able to 

make choices. 

We all enjoyed getting to know Leonard  Wolf, the "wild visionary poet" of some 80 years and. his exotic 

clothes - a red-flannel Basque shepherd's shirt, a gaucho hat, a fisherman's cap with loops for bait, Greek 

boating boots - . Quotations spill from him,  "The Windhover", "Dover Beach", "Ozymandias", Wordsworth's 

"getting and spending we lay waste our powers". " As the child of poor immigrant Jews, he pounced on libraries, 

books and learning wherever he could find them. He grew to live and thrive in an American Bohemia when 

there still was one. Of a generation with Kerouac and Ginsberg, he shared something of their beat philosophy, 

eventually becoming an indulgent teacher of rebellious 60s students as the times changed. 

 

He believes in "the heart's creative wisdom" and has encouraged generations of students to seek it out. He has 

taught at 12 universities - including those in Jerusalem and Iran - written 20 books, and is good at making 

things with wood. Naomi remembers the living room of her childhood home "having the feel of a Bethlehem 

carpenter's stall" (Nazareth, surely!). But he is no Christ figure: in 1950 he fathered a son and neglected to tell 

his family until decades later, though all is forgiven now and the 55-year-old Julius is one of them. 

 

His outlook is old-fashioned, heartwarming, and surely at odds with many of America's prevailing values. He is, 

above all, a humanist. (which Wolf defines as "the view that the human perspective and human emotions are 

universal and that the human creative imagination is the most precious quality of the species") To be a 

humanist is to court widespread disapproval in the contemporary religious USA. Maybe that's why so many 

reviewers slammed the book. Naomi Wolf also seemed to be backtracking on her feminist views. How dare she 

praise and adore her father? Isn't she being self-indulgent? 

 

We had our own reservations but overall we responded to the affectionate father / daughter relationship and to 

Leonard's eccentric wisdom.  Our comments above speak for themselves. 

 

A special thanks to Mark for being such an enthusiastic member of the group during his year in Berlin. We're 

going to miss him a lot. And Marianne's' cheescake was absolutely delicious. A reminder please to send me the 

recipe. 


